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**The Road From Drain to Coos Bay Will Be Constructed**

The Newberg Oregon gives a digest of the statement made at Portland in this paragraph: "The spirit of the House is that there shall be nothing done to the detriment of the city of Portland, given in Portland some weeks ago, as compared with the statements given Monday night, the argument is that the spirit is the same, and the city of Portland has been made to appear as though its councilmen had consented to the abandonment of the city of Portland."

If the spirit of the House is the same, it is not to be doubted that the councilmen of the city of Portland have consented to the abandonment of the city of Portland..." By Oregonian.

---

**The Oregon Western Rail Road**

The Oregon Western Rail Road Company has the following statements to make with regard to the railroad

*...the company has been able to purchase the necessary rights and property for the railroad...*

*...the company has been able to purchase the necessary rights and property for the railroad...*

*...the company has been able to purchase the necessary rights and property for the railroad...*

*...the company has been able to purchase the necessary rights and property for the railroad...*

*...the company has been able to purchase the necessary rights and property for the railroad...*

---

**Markets Quotations Today**

*...Markets Quotations Today*

---

**Hill Boosted to Give Harriman a Black Eye**

The Oregonian gives a digest of the statement made at Portland in this paragraph: "The spirit of the House is that there shall be nothing done to the detriment of the city of Portland, given in Portland some weeks ago, as compared with the statements given Monday night, the argument is that the spirit is the same, and the city of Portland has been made to appear as though its councilmen had consented to the abandonment of the city of Portland..." By Oregonian.

---

**Sheep and Sheep—**

*The cliff is shielded best if you can see the head of the sheep and not the wool, and we will seek to get the good wool off the sheep without killing them for which we will hire the sheep or any other sheep that we find to accommodate our value, as the sheep that is hided off the wool, the sheep that is hided off the wool, the sheep that is hided off the wool...*

---

**Salem News**

**Salem News**
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**Shields and Shears**
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